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Practical Microsoft Azure IaaS: Migrating and Building Scalable and Secure Cloud SolutionsApress, 2018

	
		Adopt Azure IaaS and migrate your on-premise infrastructure partially or fully to Azure. This book provides practical solutions by following Microsoft’s design and best practice guidelines for building highly available, scalable, and secure solution stacks using Microsoft Azure IaaS. 
	


	
		The author starts by...
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Anywhere Computing with Laptops: Making Mobile Easier (One-Off)Que, 2005
You bought your Centrino laptop computer because of its ease-of-use and portability. But are you using your laptop to its maximum potential? Anywhere Computing with Laptops: Making Mobile Easier will show you what to expect when buying and configuring your laptop and how to use built-in features such as digital...
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Solaris 8 System Administrator Exam Cram (Exam: 310-011, 310-012)Coriolis Group Books, 2001
The perfect study companion for UNIX system professionals preparing for both Solaris 8 System Administrator exams. The book contains accurate and efficient coverage of the many new features of the Solaris 8 system including new support for Ipv6, LDAP, and DHCP, installs using Solaris Web Start, new Universal Disk Format (UDF) file system support,...
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Successfully Implementing Microsoft Dynamics: By Using the Regatta® Approach for Microsoft DynamicsSpringer, 2007
Does the implementation of Microsoft Dynamics contribute to the goals of your company? Does your company itself have the capacity to build a bridge between the Business and IT? Can your employees adopt a flexible attitude on all the related changes ? And, probably even more important, is that what they are also willing to do? If you are striving...
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Basics of CMOS Cell Design (Professional Engineering)McGraw-Hill, 2007
Design and Simulate Any Type of CMOS Circuit!
Electronic circuit designers and electronic engineering students can turn to Basics of CMOS Cell Design for a practice-based introduction to the design and simulation of every major type of CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) integrated circuit.

You will...
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Database Annotation in Molecular Biology: Principles and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Two factors dominate current molecular biology: the amount of raw data is increasing very rapidly and successful applications in biomedical research require carefully curated and annotated databases.  The quality of the data - especially nucleic acid sequences - is satisfactory; however, annotations depend on features inferred from the data...
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Internet Communication and Qualitative Research: A Handbook for Researching Online (New Technologies for Social Research series)Sage Publications, 2000
"The internet is exploding with possibilities for conducting social research. Mann and Stewart offer the first in-depth consideration of the prospects and potentials for doing qualitative research on-line. This wide ranging, clearly-written book is essential reading for researchers working at the cutting edge of qualitative methodology."...
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Introduction to Chemical Engineering Kinetics & Reactor DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 1977
One feature that distinguishes the education of the chemical engineer from that of other engineers is an exposure to the basic concepts of chemical reaction kinetics and chemical reactor design. This textbook provides a judicious introductory level overview of these subjects. Emphasis is placed on the aspects of chemical kinetics and material and...
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Handbook of Information ManagementEuropa Publications Ltd, 2001
I am very pleased to introduce this new edition of the Handbook. Formerly entitled Handbook of Special Librarianship and Information Work, this represents the eighth edition of what is generally regarded as Aslib’s ‘flagship’ reference work, the seminal text on modern information theories, procedures and practices since 1955....
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Marketing Accountability: How to Measure Marketing EffectivenessKogan Page, 2009




One of the biggest issues facing marketers today is accountability for marketing expenditure.Ð’  No CEO or CFO wants to hear that their marketing investment was a failed gamble.

Marketing Accountability by Malcolm McDonald and Peter Mouncey is a breakthrough for marketing andÐ’ important...
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Auditory and Visual SensationsSpringer, 2009
The subject of the book is the grounding of architectural acoustics in psychophysics (perception, listener preferences) and neuroscience (auditory function, neural correlates of perception and preference). This is the first rational-scientific approach to designing performance spaces that is based on systematic psychoacoustical observations of...
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Software Architecture Knowledge Management: Theory and PracticeSpringer, 2009
A software architecture manifests the major early design decisions, which determine the system’s development, deployment and evolution. Thus, making better architectural decisions is one of the large challenges in software engineering. Software architecture knowledge management is about capturing practical experience and translating it...
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